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Supporting your dog through lockdown.

Each dog is an individual and as their owner you know them best and how to o�er them

support through this time and for the future.

This guide will o�er tips and advice so you can to avoid any stress or possible separation

anxiety when you return to work or your usual schedule.

Now is also an ideal time to focus on dogs that displayed any stress or separation anxiety

in the past, as you have time to build up their con�dence.

How life has changed for your dog.

The whole family is home …! All the time !

More noise and activity.

Family members may be ill, stressed or worried.

Routines are di�erent.

Dog is getting more attention from family members.

Change of exercise, more or less.

No dog-dog play time or possibly o� lead time.
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Separation issues that may occur or already be present.

There are many reasons your dog may display separation behaviour:

Boredom, Frustration, Underlying health issues, Anxiety/phobia/fear.

It is crucial to not push your dog past boundaries they are comfortable with.

Problems lockdown may cause.

Reduced or no alone time.

Reduced or no independence.

Increased frustration/reactivity.

New fears/trigger stacking- build up of little stresses.

Risk of too much exercise.

Loss of con�dence.
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What to look for:

Pressing body against family members more.

Shadowing or following you or any family members more.

Growling, snarling or snappiness.

Repetitive behaviour – spinning/chasing tail.

Excessive grooming licking, chewing.

Stressed body language- licking lips, looking away,paw lifting,

crouching or cringing body, tense or sti� body, weight

shifting away from you, yawning , ‘whale eye’ see picture

below. There are many images on the internet of these

signals.

Shaking, as if they are wet.

Change in appetite.



How to combat any issues.
 – Although timing maybe di�erent at the moment, try to keep to

your usual routine, if the dog is always walked in the morning, stick to that.

Structured routine

Do not walk them any more often or much further than they are used to, this could

increase their expectations of exercise that may not be available in the future, it could over

stimulate them, could exasperate any health/pain conditions.

Keep mealtimes to much the same timings.

Provide and encourage quiet alone time during the day.

– This will allow your dog to release their natural instincts: A

sandpit in the garden for digging, a paddling pool for water play, tunnels using cardboard

for exploring, using treats scattered in any of these areas also encourages scenting skills,

you can use part of their food allowance if you have concerns with their weight.

Increase enrichment 

Indoors you can create interest boxes and use all sorts of household objects with hidden

treats or part of food allowance ,pictures on my facebook page, there is also lots of ideas

on the internet.

Dogs should be allowed to enjoy and investigate on their own, as this will build their

con�dence and stop boredom, observation from a distance is advised as a safety

precaution.
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 – This can be their usual resting place or if that is now busy area like the

kitchen, observe where they pick as their new spot and respect that area, but, not an area

they use if scared by �reworks e.g. You can place a favoutite blanket or even use a large box

or chairs with a cover over to create a 'den'.

Create safe haven

Encourage family or other pets to not disturb the dog when they are resting there. Don’t

physically remove the dog from the safe haven, if you need the dog to come out, coax

with a treat. Whilst they are in this area they should be allowed to rest, allow them to

choose when they want to be with the family or play.  

Never send the dog to this area for punishment or ‘time out’.
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When you go to the bathroom and your dog usually follows

you or has started to, close the door, leaving them out of the room, you can still talk to

them, if they need reassurance and slowly decrease this, so it become boring and they do

not feel the need to investigate.

Independence training – 

Many of us are spending a bit more time on the sofa during the day, when we would not

usually. If your dog usually sits with you at these new times, encourage them to sit

elsewhere, their bed/safe haven or start with them just at your feet, you can encourage

this independence with a suitable chew toy-antler, stu�ed kong, lick mat.

To train or support them to be comfortable with being alone, try to spend

some time apart from them. This may just be a short time at �rst, making a cup of tea for

example, keep them out of the kitchen using a baby gate or suitable barrier, avoiding

talking to them or eye contact. When you come back and they are calm, reward this

behaviour with calm petting. You can build on this by having time in the garden without

them or, if you don’t have a garden just exiting the main door and staying outside/sitting

in your car for a few minutes. You can build up the time you are away as they become

more accepting and comfortable with you being away from them.

Alone time - 

If they show any signs of stress or anxiety you can break this down into smaller steps, just

approach door then walk away, praise calm behaviour. Slowly build this up to touching

handle and returning, opening door and returning. Building up to your usual departure

routine of keys, coat etc.

Never push your dog past boundaries they are comfortable with.
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There are many reasonably priced cameras available so you can observe your dog’s

behaviour when you leave with a link to your phone. Always keep departures and returns

low key and calm.

Our dogs are a great support, comfort and form of entertainment for us, but we need to

consider the well being of our dog long term, when we all go back to our more normal

structured routines. Make time during the day to be without your dog, support and

encourage them to have this quiet, alone time.

Some of these ideas maybe new to your dog, allow time
for them to learn and never force them into any situation
they are not comfortable with.

Clare 07979 44 88 49
www.politepoochesessex.co.uk


